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2• Task 4.1 : Mobile Personal Inquiry manager
• D4.1 -> month 12
• Task 4.2 : Context aware notification system 
• D4.2 -> month 18
• Task 4.3 : Mobile data collection system
• D4.3 -> month 24
• Task 4.4 : Mobile Inquiry coordination interface
• D4.4 -> month 24
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D4.1 Personal Inquiry Manager
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Position of ARLearn?
• Personal Inquiry Manager
– extension of ARLearn client package
• hides ARLearn features that are not relevant
• adds weSPOT/inquiry features
• Web services (cloud)
– host data collection script
– host & manage data
• pictures
• audio
• video
• ....
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Task 4.2 Context aware notification engine
• Month 18
• APN and GCM
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Task 4.2 Context aware notification engine
• Month 18
• APN and GCM
• Build-in Personal Inquiry Manager
– signal that a new datacollection task is available
• Other opportunies
– messaging
• “Gather a place x”
• Context?
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Task 4.3: Mobile data collection system
• Elgg integration
– ARLearn web services for managing data collection tasks
– bound to an elgg inquiry
• Client side
• iPhone client
• Android client
• Demo
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